
Impact Academy 
Mastermind Retreat

October 22-23, 2020

DAY 1
WELCOME!



What to Expect...
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10:00 am-10:20 am ET Introduction and Welcome

10:20 am-10:40 am ET Get into the Vortex and THEN...

10:40 am-11:00 am ET Content Session 1

11:00 am-11:10 am ET Quick Break

11:10 am-11:30 am ET Where Are You Now...

11:30 am-11:50 am ET Content Session 2

11:50 am-12:05 pm ET Laser Coach Me Form

12:05 pm-12:45 pm ET Q & A

12:45 pm-1:45 pm ET Lunch Break

1:45 pm-2:15 pm ET Laser Session

2:15 pm-3:15 pm ET Content Session 3

3:15 pm-3:30 pm ET Quick Break

3:30 pm-4:30 pm ET Content Session 4

4:30 pm-5:00 pm ET Laser Session/Q&A



What You’ll Need...
● Workbook (Don’t forget to do File → Make a Copy)

● Something to take notes with

● Get rid of distractions

● Camera on :-)
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Theme of Our Retreat:
Ease and Increase :) 
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First...
● Name

● Where you’re from

● 1 sentence business description

● One main thing you want to walk away with the most from this retreat?
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4 WAYS TO SHOWCASE THE 
IMPRESSION OF INCREASE
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Is it possible to share “social proof” 
and client successes in social media 

without sounding like you’re boasting?
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From the Science of Getting Rich
“Increase is what all men and all women are seeking; it is the urge within them, 
seeking fuller expression.

The desire for increase is inherent in all nature… the normal desire for increased 
wealth is not an evil; it is simply the desire for more abundant life; it is aspiration.

True faith is never boastful. You must so impress others that they will feel that in 
associating with you they will get increase for themselves.”

-Wallace Wattles
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If You’re Not Growing, You’re Dying...
● People want to progress, to move forward, to enjoy increase

● The big key: they want to be involved with people they perceive this of 
too

● But how do you share how you, your clients, and your business are 
advancing, without being that social media friend everyone wants to 
smack?

● It’s more an art than a science
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1. Share your clients’ and customers’ 
successes
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“Directly because of me, my client Susan just made $15k in a half hour. 
She couldn’t do it on her own but she finally hired me and that was the 
only thing that turned things around!”

vs.

A better way: “When one of your Income Infusion Intensive students 
tells you she just secured a $24k contract using what she learned.” 
[insert happy emojis]
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2. Share more about what you’re doing 
to advance yourself
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Bad: “Continual learning and education is so important to me. I go to 
at least 5 important conferences every year which obviously makes me 
a better business owner than probably everyone.”

Better: “Here’s a pic of my colleague Jennifer and I at the so-and-so 
event. We are learning so much great information to help us continue 
to grow our businesses!”
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3. Share more about your life behind 
the scenes
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Bad: “I just bought my dream car. I couldn’t have done it without my 
clients and how much they pay me every month!”

Better: “I’m so excited that I now can take every Friday off in my 
business. Now I have more time for my family and significantly less 
stress.”
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4. Share company milestones and 
achievements
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Bad: “I always make at least $20k every month. Do you?”

Better: “Excited to share that my company just won the so-and-so 
award! I couldn’t have done it without my amazing team. So grateful 
for them!”
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How/Where to Share
● Facebook posts (personal/Page/your own Group); Stories 

● Instagram posts, Reels, Stories 

● Email

● Website/blog posts

● Other social 
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Q&A
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Lunch
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Laser Session
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THE OPTIMIZED OFFER



Your Optimized Offer

● Maybe you don't want to rely on just 1-on-1 clients alone

● Maybe you want more time and money freedom

● Maybe you're ready for additional streams of income

● Maybe you're tired of being a best kept secret and are ready to 

dramatically increase your credibility
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One of the ways you can 
best achieve all of this? 

Your OFFER.
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Your Optimized Offer: Biggest Obstacles 

● Not knowing how to communicate your offer so people see that it's a natural next 

step

● Feeling unsure about what makes some people's offers sell out over and over, 

while others simply flop 

● Feeling overwhelmed about what type of offer to make, when there seem to be so 

many different options

● Getting confused about how many elements to include in a package and what they 

should be
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Keys to a Fully Optimized 
Irresistible Offer
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1. Ideal Client Clarity
Example: A service-based female entrepreneur 
with an already established business who wants 
to get out of trading time for money
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2. Biggest Challenge Clarity
Examples: How to market and sell without being 
insensitive in the time of COVID
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3. Ideal Solution Clarity
Example: The Optimized Offer Workshop: How to Easily Create and Sell 
Out Your Next Product, Program, or Course So You Can Consistently 
and Predictably Create Income on Demand... Without Exhausting 
Launches or Feeling You Need to Resort to Spammy Tactics
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4. Main Benefits Clarity
Example: How to create an optimized offer so you can serve your 
audience and consistently attract in more of your ideal clients; How 
to create, market, and sell an optimized offer that delivers massive 
value and inspires people to take action
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5. Offer Promise Clarity
Example: By the end of this virtual workshop, you’ll have 
created your own highly optimized offer and the 
framework you need to successfully sell it without 
seeming insensitive to what’s going on in the world.
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6. Bonuses Clarity
Example: A recorded virtual intensive on a specific 
topic (ex: webinars)
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7. 10x Value Clarity
Example: If you created one winning offer that 
generated X new clients per year for the next 
year… would that be worth 10x the price to you?
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8. Next Step Clarity
Example: Book a Strategy call to get the plan for 
your immediate next action steps 
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FROM PROBLEM TO PROGRAM
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Creating a training, whether that’s a free Masterclass, a 
signature system with 6 modules that people purchase, 
a 12 month paid program’s curriculum, or anything else, 
can feel overwhelming. 

What should I teach? How much should I teach? What 
should be in this program vs. that program? What order 
do I do it in? 

Models can help create clarity. 
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Specifically, Why is This Important?
● Creates clarity around how to demonstrate the “gap” between where 

they are now and where they want to go (and how you’ll facilitate 
closing it)

● Creates clarity around around how much content clients should 
receive, and at what stage
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Why This is Important
● Creates clarity around how to get clients the results they want, the 

quickest

● Creates clarity around how to create a robust training, and a 
framework for what should be covered in each module
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Packaging Your Content Right
1. Sell it first (decide on your topic and come up with your big promise)

a. Get clear on your ideal client’s fears and frustrations 

b. Get clear on their wants and aspirations

2. Get it all out of your head

a. Start to chunk it

3. Turn ideas into IP (October’s monthly training)
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The 4 Forces Model (FFWA): Clarity Around the Gap

WANTS ASPIRATIONS

FRUSTRATIONS FEARS

Towards Future

Ex: Not enough 
freedom/free time

Ex: More flexibility and 
free time

Ex: As much free time 
as they want available

Ex: That their business 
will always feel like a job

Negative Emotions :( 

Positive Emotions :)
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The “Hero” Product: Clarity Around the Content

A

90 Days

W

F

Signature 
System

M M
M

F
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Why

WhatHow

Now

3
4

Meaning

KnowledgeSkills

Adaptations Problem focus → Solution focus

Stuck minded → Open minded

Fixed way → Flexible way

Vague action → Defined action

Single option → Multiple options

The 4 Mat Framework (Bernice McCarthy): Clarity Around the Content 

1
2
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Laser Session/Q&A
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Impact Academy 
Mastermind Retreat

October 22-23, 2020

DAY 2
WELCOME!
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10:00 am-11:00 am ET Content Session 1

11:00 am-11:10 am ET Quick Break

11:10 am-12:10 pm ET Laser Sessions

12:10 pm-12:40 pm ET Q & A

12:40 pm-2:00 pm ET Lunch Break

2:00 pm-2:15 pm ET Mastermind Objectives

2:15 pm-3:35 pm ET Masterminding

3:35 pm-3:50 pm ET Quick Break

3:50 pm-4:05 pm ET Implementation Checklist

4:05 pm-4:30 pm ET Final Q&A/Wrap Up



Mark Your Calendar...
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February 4-5, 2021 (Thursday and Friday): Next Mastermind 
Retreat, St. Petersburg, FL



PRICE ELASTICITY 
(A.K.A. HOW TO CHARGE 

MORE AND GET IT)
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Theme of Our Retreat:
Ease and Increase :) 



Price Elasticity
● For the right high value program, marketed well, people will pay more 

than you think they will (yes, even people with “no money!”) 

● When someone REALLY, really wants something, they will do whatever 
it takes to find the money to pay for it, every time, without exception.

● When you play with the numbers… magic happens :)
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Before I Implemented This...
● I felt pressure to launch A LOT more often

● It took a ton more sales (and marketing - i.e. WORK!) to hit my income 
goals

● I still felt I had to do one-off sessions, consulting I didn’t enjoy, and 
send out “proposals”
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Before I Implemented This...
● My positioning as a coach had a lot less “clout”

● I was wasting my time offering 1 month and 3 month packages and 
client results were lacking
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Income Example: Before, to Get to $100k 
● Low ticket group programs: $197 x 100 = $19,700

● Low ticket Masterclasses: $97 x 100 = $9,700

● One-off sessions: $250 x 30 = $7,500

● VIP Days, but priced too low: $497 x 7 = $3,479

● 1:1 coaching, but shorter term: $1500 x 10 = $15,000

● 1:1 coaching, a little longer term, but still priced too low: $4000 x 6 = $24,000

● Consulting type work I didn’t enjoy: $3,000 x 7 = $21,000

TOTAL: $100,379
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Income Example: After, to Get to $700k 
● Lower ticket group programs: $997 x 100 = $99,700

● VIP Days: $7,000 x 15  = $105,000

● 1:1 coaching, 12 months: $50,000 x 4 = $200,000

● Mastermind, 12 months: $15,000 x 20 = $300,000

TOTAL: $704,700
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Now?

We’re going to $3 Million :)
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8 Ways for You to Charge 
More Money Right Now
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1.Exclusivity 

(How could you position what you 
offer as so exclusive that people would 

pay even more?)
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1.Exclusivity 
Example: Your top tier program includes access to 
hand-picked specialized experts via monthly 
trainings 
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2. Scarcity 

(How can you limit the number of 
clients you work with or products you 

offer?)
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2. Scarcity 
Example: You only have 2 VIP Day slots available 
per month
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3. Acceptance Not Guaranteed

(What application process can you 
begin using now?)
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3. Acceptance Not Guaranteed
Example: Your 1:1 coaching program requires an 
application and prospects must meet certain 
criteria (e.g., making a certain income per year)
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4. Direct Access

(What program could you create with 
even more access to you?)
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4. Direct Access
Example: Your small group program offers Voxer 
access to you for questions between sessions
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5. Done For You

(What program or service could you 
offer that does it for them?)
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5. Done For You
Example: Your 1:1 program includes 2 customized 
hypnosis recordings
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6. Posturing and Association

(How can you position yourself as being even 
more successful or who can you associate with 

who has already achieved that position?)
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6. Posturing and Association
Example: Your program includes a ticket to an 
event that’s only for your highest level clients
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7. Speed of Implementation

(How can you help clients implement 
more quickly?)
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7. Speed of Implementation
Example: Your 1:1 program starts with a longer 
kickstart call to map out a plan and first action 
steps
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8. ROI

(How can you either get a better return-on-investment 
for your clients or showcase more prominently how 

you currently do that for existing clients?)
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8. ROI
Example: Your program includes a promo 
opportunity to your email list 
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Laser Sessions/Q&A
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Lunch
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Masterminding
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Thank You! <3 
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